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2.1  Introduction 6 

Vowel harmony is defined as a phonological process, or co-occurrence restriction, that requires 7 

the vowels within some domain, such as the word, to share some property. Generally speaking, 8 

consonants are thus taken to be irrelevant and inert in the manifestation of vowel harmony 9 

patterns. Other things being equal, then, a consonant will neither undergo nor trigger assimilation 10 

in the harmonic property, nor will intervening consonants affect (e.g. block) enforcement of the 11 

harmony relation between a preceding and a following vowel. 12 

 This chapter examines the diverse ways in which individual vowel harmony systems may 13 

deviate from this default state of affairs. Consonants can be implicated in vowel harmony 14 

systems in a variety of ways, and such cross-over effects can have implications for phonological 15 

theory, informing theories of representation (e.g. distinctive feature theory, feature geometry, 16 

underspecification theory) and of the formal mechanisms that are understood to be involved in 17 

assimilation (e.g. feature spreading vs. agreement/copying, relations between segments vs. 18 

syllable nuclei). 19 

 I begin by considering the possibility that consonants may themselves be undergoers of 20 

vowel harmony, albeit only in a passive, allophonic sense (§2.2). I then turn to the various types 21 

of interference that consonants can display in vowel harmony patterns. Most commonly, specific 22 

consonants block the propagation of harmony from one vowel to another (§2.3); different 23 

manifestations of such blocking effects are discussed and illustrated. Alternatively, consonants 24 

may trigger vowel harmony (§2.4), or they may play a more subtle facilitating role (§2.5). 25 

Sometimes, it is the very transparency of certain consonants—that is, the absence of blocking—26 

that is notable (§2.6). Finally, I address the relationship between vowel harmony and consonant 27 

harmony (§2.7), highlighting typological similarities and differences between the two. 28 
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2.2 Consonants as undergoers of vowel harmony 30 

Many analyses that take vowel harmony to involve feature spreading see intervening consonants 31 

as passive undergoers, targeted by the spreading feature rather than being skipped over 32 

(transparent). If phonological feature spreading is equated with the temporal extension of a 33 

corresponding articulatory gesture, then this view entails that the gesture implementing the 34 

harmonic feature—e.g. lip rounding, tongue-body fronting, or tongue-root advancement—is just 35 

as present during the intervening consonant(s) as it is during the surrounding vowels (for related 36 

discussion, see chapters 32 and 40). Effectively, consonants are thus considered to exhibit 37 

phonological harmony alternations no less than the vowels do. However, such consonantal 38 

alternations due to harmony are typically allophonic (subphonemic). They might be subtle—39 

perhaps only detectable with articulatory measurements, rather than in the acoustic signal—and 40 

may thus, it is argued, have gone unnoticed in previous descriptive literature. A view along these 41 

lines is a corollary of the hypothesis that all feature spreading is strictly local (Archangeli and 42 

Pulleyblank 1994; Pulleyblank 1996; Ní Chiosáin and Padgett 1997, 2001; Gafos 1998, 1999 43 

[1996]; Gafos & Lombardi 1999; Walker 2000b [1998]; Walker and Pullum 1999). 44 

 This interpretation of the status of consonants as (passive) harmony targets receives 45 

support from phonetic studies of some vowel harmony systems, such as front/back harmony and 46 

rounding harmony in Turkish (see Ní Chiosáin & Padgett 2001 and works cited therein). For 47 

instance, Boyce (1990) found that when producing nonce words with two consecutive rounded 48 

vowels, such as [kuktuk], Turkish speakers exhibited a plateau pattern of lip protrusion that 49 

spanned the whole word, while English speakers appeared to have two separate lip rounding 50 

gestures, with less protrusion during the intervening consonants. (Ní Chiosáin & Padgett 2001 51 

note that the latter pattern has also been observed for Swedish, Spanish and French.) 52 

 In certain well-studied vowel harmony systems, differences in the phonetic realization of 53 

consonants depending on harmonic context have long been known (see chapters 25 and 26). This 54 

is especially the case for front/back harmony in various Finno-Ugric languages (see chapter 67) 55 

and Turkic languages (see chapter 59, section §59.3.1). For instance, in many Turkic languages, 56 

dorsal consonants alternate between palatals or palatalized (front) velars in front-harmonic 57 



contexts and (back) velars or uvulars in back-harmonic contexts.1 The same tends to be true for 58 

laterals as well; they are then typically realized as either clear [l] or palatalized [lʲ] (or even 59 

palatal [ʎ]) in front-harmonic words and velarized (dark) [lˠ] in back-harmonic environments. 60 

This has contributed to a tradition of viewing front/back harmony in these languages as operating 61 

at the level of the syllable as a whole, rather than vowels (e.g. Johansson 1991, Csató 1999). 62 

 However, it is often not quite clear whether such consonantal alternations should be 63 

viewed as part of the harmony as such—the consonants being harmony targets in their own 64 

right—or instead as resulting from separate, local assimilation processes involving the same 65 

feature as the vowel harmony. On the latter view, vowel harmony simply feeds the local 66 

assimilation process by dictating the feature specifications of the assimilation-triggering vowel. 67 

 Occasionally, mismatches between the consonantal alternations and the vowel harmony 68 

can be illuminating. For instance, in Votic, the lateral /l/ alternates between clear [l] and 69 

velarized [lˠ] in front- and back-harmonic words, respectively (Ariste 1968; Blumenfeld & 70 

Toivonen 2016); e.g. [eɡ.leː] ‘yesterday’, [ʧyl.vet.tæ] ‘to wash’ vs. [kɑ.lˠɑ] ‘fish’, [kɘlˠ.mɑʒ] 71 

‘third’. However, the vowel /i/, which is neutral and transparent to the front/back vowel harmony 72 

(see chapter 33), nevertheless causes an immediately preceding (onset) /l/ to be realized as clear 73 

[l], even in an otherwise back-harmonic word; e.g. [mɑː.li.mɑ] ‘paint’, [tu.lin] ‘came.1SG’. Coda 74 

laterals assimilate to a following rather than a preceding vowel; e.g. [milˠ.tɑ] ‘from me’. These 75 

discrepancies suggest that the [l]~[lˠ] alternations are not a manifestation of the word-level 76 

harmony as such but rather a separate local assimilation that is superimposed on it. Blumenfeld 77 

& Toivonen (2016) posit two distinct constraints that require agreement in [±back], one targeting 78 

pairs of co-occurring vowels (other than /i/), the other targeting sequences of lateral + vowel 79 

(including /i/). Hall (2018) goes one step further, positing that these two processes involve 80 

distinct features: [±back] in the former case but [coronal] in the latter. Yet another possibility is 81 

that while the [l]~[lˠ] alternations in (non-moraic) onset position are due to local C-V 82 

assimilation, the analogous alternations in (moraic) coda position are a direct manifestation of 83 

harmony (Ozburn 2019). 84 

 
1  Similarly, velar vs. uvular alternations are found in many languages of Northeast Asia (e.g. Mongolic and 
Tungusic languages), and are often conditioned by ATR/RTR or vowel height rather than frontness/backness; see 
§2.7.2 and chapters 60 and 61. 



 A related but distinct problem is that it is often very difficult to distinguish alternations in 85 

consonantal realization that are subphonemic (allophonic), but still fundamentally phonological, 86 

from mere coarticulatory (phonetic) effects of vocalic context on consonants. This is especially 87 

true in that patterns of coarticulation—and of phonetic implementation in general—are now 88 

recognized to be planned and language-specific to a significant extent (Whalen 1990; Beddor et 89 

al. 2002). When faced with acoustic or articulatory evidence of phonetic differences in 90 

consonants between harmonic contexts, the analyst thus has to answer two separate questions. 91 

First, do these differences reflect a distinction in the phonological output representation, or do 92 

they instead emerge outside of the phonological grammar, as an aspect of the phonology-93 

phonetics mapping (phonetic implementation)? Second, even if these differences are encoded in 94 

the phonological output representation, are they a direct reflection of whatever mechanisms 95 

(constraints, rules) cause the harmony alternations in vowels, or instead the indirect result of 96 

interaction between phonological processes? 97 

 What counts as valid evidence bearing on these questions—and whether the questions are 98 

even meaningful in the first place—is greatly dependent on one’s assumptions about the 99 

phonology-phonetics interface (Zsiga 2021) and the nature of the phonological output 100 

representation. For relevant discussion, see also chapters 32, 40 and 41. 101 

 102 

2.3 Consonants as blockers of vowel harmony 103 

The best known type of interference effect involving consonants is where consonants act as 104 

blockers (opaque segments). That is, whenever a particular type of consonant occurs between 105 

two vowels that otherwise constitute a regular trigger–target pair for harmony, the target vowel 106 

fails to harmonize with the trigger vowel. Sometimes the blocking consonant can then be viewed 107 

as constituting a harmony trigger in its own right; this point is taken up in §2.4. 108 

 The range of consonants that are attested as blockers of vowel harmony is quite diverse, 109 

and partly depends on the type of harmony involved. In most cases a phonetic basis for the 110 

consonantal interference can be inferred (at least historically, if not synchronically), in that the 111 

class of blockers are segments with articulatory gestures and/or acoustic-perceptual cues that 112 

relate to the phonetic parameter corresponding to the harmony feature. Perhaps unsurprisingly, 113 

consonants with an essentially vocalic articulation, either primary (glides) or secondary 114 

(labialized, palatalized, velarized or pharyngealized consonants), are common blockers. So are 115 



consonants whose primary place involves an active articulator that is also implicated in the 116 

vowel harmony feature: labials (lips; [round]), palatals and velars (tongue dorsum; [front/back]), 117 

uvulars and pharyngeals (tongue root; [ATR/RTR]). Less commonly, properties such as 118 

phonation type (e.g. voicing), nasality, continuancy or sonority can also be what distinguishes 119 

blockers from non-blockers. 120 

 With respect to the relationship between the defining property of the blockers on the one 121 

hand and the harmonic feature on the other, there are two main patterns observed, broadly 122 

speaking. Adapting van der Hulst’s (2018) terminology for different types of transparent 123 

segments (cf. Archangeli & Pulleyblank 2007; Rose & Walker 2011), I will refer to these as 124 

antagonistic blocking and sympathetic blocking, respectively. In antagonistic blocking (§2.3.1), 125 

the consonants in question carry some property that is contradictory (phonetically, and perhaps 126 

also phonologically) to the spreading harmony feature. In sympathetic blocking (§2.3.2), the 127 

consonants that block harmony are, conversely, ones that carry a property that seems similar or 128 

related to—and hence might have been expected to be compatible with—the harmony feature. In 129 

other cases, the set of blockers is hard to classify in these terms (§2.3.3). Finally, vowel harmony 130 

may be blocked when a consonant cluster intervenes, though this is more likely a matter of 131 

trigger-target distance than consonantal interference as such (§2.3.4). 132 

 133 

2.3.1 Antagonistic blockers 134 

Antagonistic blocking by intervening consonants is fairly well attested, and is also the easiest to 135 

make sense of in phonological terms. The classic example is Turkish (Clements & Sezer 1982), 136 

where a stem-final palatalized /lʲ/ appears to block progressive backness harmony onto suffixes 137 

and clitics, e.g. /petrolʲ-dI/ → [petrolʲ-dy] ‘it is petrol’, /usulʲ-sIz/ → [usulʲ-syz] ‘without a 138 

system’ (Kabak 2011; see chapters 22 and 59). The same is often reported to hold true for stem-139 

final palatalized /kʲ/, which depalatalizes in syllable-final position, e.g. /idrɑkʲ/ → [idrɑk] 140 

‘comprehension’, ACC /idrɑkʲ-I/ → [idrɑkʲ-i] (not *[idrɑkʲ-ɯ]) (Clements & Sezer 1982; Kabak 141 

2011). However, Levi (2004) found that younger speakers have reinterpreted such stems as 142 

ending in non-palatalized /k/ and not exhibiting blocking (e.g. ACC [idrɑk-ɯ]). Furthermore, 143 

Kabak (2011) notes that the unexpected appearance of front-harmonic suffixes after a back stem 144 

vowel often seems unrelated to the intervening consonants, e.g. /sɑɑt-I/→ [sɑɑt-i] ‘watch, clock 145 

(ACC)’, /hɑrf-dE/→ [hɑrf-te] ‘on the letter’ (not *[sɑɑt-ɯ], *[hɑrf-tɑ]). 146 



 For analyses of vowel harmony that treat it as a feature-spreading process that respects 147 

locality at either a segmental level or on some sub-segmental (e.g. feature-geometric) tier, 148 

antagonistic blocking can be explained by positing that the consonant is specified for the 149 

opposing value of the harmonic property. Thus Levi (2004) explains the blocking effect of 150 

Turkish /lʲ/ by attributing to it a V-Place node (Clements & Hume 1995), which in turn 151 

dominates a Lingual node containing a frontness feature ([coronal]), the same as in front vowels. 152 

If front/back harmony involves rightward spreading of the Lingual node, this explains both why 153 

/lʲ/ blocks back ([dorsal]) harmony and why it initiates front ([coronal]) harmony (see §2.4). By 154 

contrast, rounding ([labial]) resides directly under V-Place, and rounding harmony spreads this 155 

feature from one V-Place node to the next. Since the V-Place node of /lʲ/ is not specified as 156 

unrounded, /lʲ/ is not predicted to interfere with rounding harmony (contra Kabak 2011); cf. 157 

/petrolʲ-dI/ → [petrolʲ-dy], not *[petrolʲ-di]. 158 

 Another oft-cited case of antagonistic blocking is that of Warlpiri (Nash 1986; Harvey & 159 

Baker 2005; see chapter 74), in which the progressive unrounding harmony of /iC(C)u/ → 160 

[iC(C)i] (e.g. /maliki-kuɭu=ɭu=lku=cu=lu/ → [malikikiɭiɭilkicili] ‘dog-PROP-161 

ERG=then=me=they’) is blocked if a labial consonant intervenes between the vowels (e.g. 162 

/milpiɾi-puɻu/ → [milpiɾipuɻu] ‘cloud-during’, not *[milpiɾipiɻi]). Furthermore, Nash (1986) 163 

states that morpheme-internally, [iC1(C2)u] sequences do not exist at all in Warlpiri except where 164 

the intervening C1 (or C2) is labial (e.g. /jiɾiwu/ ‘species of bush [Acacia ancistrocarpa]’), with 165 

the exception of recent loanwords (e.g. /mijuɭu/ ‘mule’). Harvey & Baker (2005) analyze the 166 

harmony as strictly local spreading of [-round], and account for the blocking by invoking a 167 

feature co-occurrence constraint *[labial, -round], which would be violated if [-round] were 168 

spread across—or rather, through—an intervening [labial] segment. 169 

 The analyses by Levi (2004) and Harvey & Baker (2005) nicely illustrate the two main 170 

explanatory strategies that are seen in phonological analyses of consonantal blocking effects (for 171 

related discussion, see chapter 27). One strategy is to blame blocking on a disruption of the 172 

locality relation between the two vowels. For instance, the spreading harmony feature 173 

(autosegment) cannot be shared by the trigger and target vowels without causing either crossed 174 

association lines or unfaithfulness in the intervening consonant (e.g. if Turkish /lʲ/ were 175 

depalatalized to [l] between back vowels). Another variant of this strategy is to incorporate a 176 

locality restriction into the definition of the harmony-driving constraint or rule, for example by 177 



prohibiting disharmonic vowel-vowel sequences that are adjacent on some autosegmental tier 178 

(e.g. that of the harmony feature). If an intervening consonant disrupts that adjacency relation, 179 

the vowel-vowel pair no longer meets the conditioning environment of the harmony constraint or 180 

rule. Levi’s (2004) analysis of the Turkish blocking facts can be formulated in either of these 181 

ways. 182 

 A second strategy, illustrated by Harvey & Baker (2005), is to instead appeal to some 183 

high-ranked well-formedness constraint overriding harmony by penalizing the output 184 

configuration that would have resulted if harmony were applied across (or through) the 185 

intervening consonant. In Harvey & Baker (2005), the constraint in question regulates the 186 

internal properties of the consonant (a ban against *[labial, -round] segments); analyses 187 

appealing to gestural uniformity (see §2.3.3 and §2.6) are similar in spirit. Alternatively, the 188 

harmony-overriding constraint may be a phonotactic restriction, penalizing some aspect of the 189 

resulting segment sequence (see discussion of Laal and Assamese in §2.3.2 and §2.3.3, 190 

respectively). 191 

 Returning to the Turkish facts discussed above, a notable aspect about that case is that 192 

while palatal(ized) consonants like /lʲ/ block backness harmony, the palatal glide /j/ does not and 193 

is instead transparent to harmony, e.g. /koj-In/ → [koj-un] ‘of a/the bay’ (not *[koj-yn] or 194 

*[koj-in]) and /koj-lAr/ → [koj-lɑr] ‘bays’ (not *[koj-ler]). Levi (2004) accounts for this by 195 

positing that /j/ does not have a V-Place node at all but rather just a C-Place node; in other 196 

words, that Turkish /j/ is phonologically not a vocoid (non-syllabic vowel) but a true consonant. 197 

Other cases exist, however, where intervening glides do block assimilation between vowels, and 198 

where this can be viewed as antagonistic blocking. 199 

 One such case is Ainu, in which certain vocalic suffixes, including the transitivizer /-V/, 200 

exhibit copying of the last vowel of the base (Ito 1984); e.g. /tus-V/ → [tus-u] ‘shake’, /ker-V/ → 201 

[ker-e] ‘touch’, /mak-V/ → [mak-a] ‘open’.2 However, when either of the glides /j, w/ intervene, 202 

the suffix vowel is instead realized as [e]; e.g. /ʧaw-V/ → [ʧaw-e] ‘solve’, /moj-V/ → [moj-e] 203 

‘move’ (not *[ ʧaw-a], *[moj-o]). In a feature-spreading analysis, Halle (1995) derives this 204 

blocking by treating Ainu [j, w] as the non-syllabic equivalents of the high vowels [i, u], 205 

combined with the (implicit) stipulation that only syllabic vocoids trigger spreading. With 206 

 
2 After certain roots, these suffixes surface with a high vowel, either [-i] or [-u], partly depending on the root (e.g. 
[kar-i] ‘rotate’, [ram-u] ‘think’). 



respect to the theoretical implications of Ainu and similar cases, some caution is in order. As van 207 

der Hulst (2018) notes, the vowel-to-vowel assimilation seen in Ainu is a local, non-iterative 208 

process, and such phenomena need not be entirely equivalent to across-the-board harmony. 209 

Furthermore, Ainu involves total assimilation; it is possible that such vowel copying involves (in 210 

some or all cases) other mechanisms than vowel harmony proper. 211 

 212 

2.3.2 Sympathetic blockers 213 

In the Ainu case just described, homorganic vowel-glide sequences /ow, uw, ej, ij/ happen not to 214 

occur root-finally. For this reason, all observed instances of blocking in Ainu can be 215 

characterized as antagonistic: the intervening glide conflicts with the triggering vowel in terms of 216 

[±back] and/or [±round] (and also [±high, ±low] in the case of /aj, aw/-final roots). However, 217 

glides may also act as sympathetic blockers, preventing harmony even though they appear to 218 

carry the very feature that is being spread. 219 

 An example of such sympathetic blocking by glides is palatal harmony in Mina 220 

(Frajzyngier & Johnston 2005), by which /i, e/ trigger fronting of subsequent back vowels /a, u/ 221 

to [e, y] (1a–b). This harmony is blocked if a palatal glide /j/ intervenes between the trigger and 222 

target vowels (1c): 223 

 224 

(1) Mina: palatal harmony blocked by palatal /j/ (Frajzyngier & Johnston 2005) 225 

 a. /mèɗ-ú/ → mèɗý  ‘swear itǃ’ 226 

 b. /í gìz-á-k zà/ → í gìzék zè ‘I was told’ 227 

 c. /kə́ tìj-á-k zà/ → kə́ tìják zà ‘he looked at me’ 228 

 229 

 Analogously, rounding harmony may be blocked by the rounded (labial-velar) glide /w/. 230 

This is attested in Laal (Lionnet 2017), where all types of regressive rounding harmony (not just 231 

the doubly-triggered one discussed in §2.5) are blocked if /w/ intervenes, e.g. /də̀g-nǔ/ → 232 

[dògnǔ] ‘drag us.EXCL’ but /kàw-nǔ/ → [kə̀wnǔ] (not *[kòwnǔ]) ‘be insufficient for us.EXCL’. 233 

Lionnet (2017) attributes this to an independently motivated phonotactic ban against rounded 234 

vowel + /(C)w/ sequences in Laal, which overrides harmony. 235 

 Another case where /w/ is reported to block rounding harmony is Bashkir (a.k.a. 236 

Bashqort; Poppe 1964). In Bashkir, rounding harmony is confined to the vowels rendered as <ĕ, 237 



ö̆, ï̆, ŏ> and traditionally described as “reduced mid vowels” (Berta 1998), but the phonetic and 238 

phonological status of these vowels is somewhat unclear. Van der Hulst (2018: 231–233) treats 239 

them as mid vowels [e, ø, ɜ, o], while I will follow Washington (chapter 59, citing Berkson et al. 240 

2016) in taking them to be lax and (mostly) high vowels [ɪ, ʏ, ʌ, ʊ]. By rounding harmony, [ʊ, ʏ] 241 

in an initial syllable must be followed by [ʊ, ʏ] (respectively) rather than [ʌ, ɪ], and [ʊ, ʏ] 242 

otherwise never occur in non-initial syllables. The harmony does not target the low vowels [æ, 243 

a], and these block rounding harmony (e.g. [tʏðælmæθlɪk] ‘incurable’, not *[tʏðælmæθlʏk]). 244 

According to Poppe (1964) and Usmanova (2006; cited in chapter 59, section §59.5.2), so does 245 

the glide /w/: [kʏl-ʏw-ɪ] ‘laugh-VN-3.POSS’ [tʊr-ʊw-ʌ] ‘laugh-VN-3.POSS’ (not *[kʏl-ʏw-ʏ],  246 

*[tʊr-ʊw-ʊ]).3 The Bashkir facts merit further investigation, especially in light of recent studies 247 

that find rounding harmony to be either absent or severely limited in closely-related Tatar, 248 

contrary to classic descriptions (Conklin 2015; McCollum & Kavitskaya 2018; cf. also 249 

McCollum 2015, 2018 on rounding harmony in Kazakh). 250 

 The abovementioned examples of sympathetic blocking all involve glides. Another oft-251 

cited case is rounding harmony in Nawuri (Casali 1995) which, to the contrary, is blocked (in 252 

careful speech) by all labial consonants except the glide /w/, specifically /p, b, f, m/ as well as the 253 

labial-velars /k͡p, ɡ͡b/, as seen in (2a) vs. (2b). However, it is not that /w/ is transparent in Nawuri 254 

the way non-labials are; rather, /w/ is itself a trigger of rounding harmony (2c). Contrastively 255 

labialized non-labial consonants /kʷ, ʧʷ, sʷ/ are likewise harmony triggers (2d), whereas 256 

contrastively labialized labials /pʷ, bʷ, fʷ, mʷ/ are not (2e).4 257 

 258 

(2) Nawuri: interference of labials in rounding harmony (Casali 1995) 259 

 a. /gI-keːliː/ → gɨkeːliː  ‘kapok tree’ 260 

  /gI-kuː/ → gukuː  ‘digging’ 261 

  /gI-lɔ/ → gʊlɔ  ‘illness’ 262 

 
3 Note that van der Hulst & van de Weijer’s (1995: 529) claim that “in Bashkir /w/ blocks rounding just as the high 
vowels do” is inaccurate, as the fully-high (tense, “full”) vowels [i, y, u] do not occur in non-initial syllables and 
hence have no opportunity to interfere with harmony. 
4 Regarding (2d), Casali (1995) does not include any forms with the /gI-/ prefix before root-initial /kʷ, ʧʷ, sʷ/ 
(though he cites Ken Snider’s field notes on closely-related Chumburung, where such forms are transcribed with a 
rounded prefix vowel, unlike before /pʷ, bʷ, fʷ, mʷ/). However, he states the much stronger generalization that 
“rounding of a high vowel is obligatory before /w/ and […] /kʷ, čʷ, sʷ/” (p. 656). My use of underlying /I/ in (2d) is 
intended to reflect this predictability in the vowel’s realization as rounded in this context. 



 b. /gI-boːtoː/ → gɨboːtoː  ‘leprosy’ 263 

  /gI-fufuli/ → gɨfufuli  ‘white’ 264 

  /gI-k͡poː/ → gɨk͡poː  (type of dance) 265 

 c. /gI-wɛː/ → gʊwɛː  ‘sympathy’ 266 

  /gI-wʊrʊː/ → gʊwʊrʊː ‘hat’ 267 

 d. /kIkʷɪː/ → kʊkʷɪː  ‘different’ 268 

  /sIsʷaː/ → sʊsʷaː  ‘to grease’ 269 

 e. /gI-pʷɛː/ → gɨ̞pʷɛː  ‘guilt’ 270 

  /gI-bʷaːruː/ → gɨ̞bʷaːruː ‘water yam’ 271 

  /gI-fʷɪ/ → gɨ̞fʷɪ  ‘bodily gas’ 272 

 273 

 While Casali (1995: 662) sees “no way of resolving this dilemma in terms of a formal 274 

geometric solution that derives opacity effects by means of the ban on line crossing”, Halle et al. 275 

(2000) propose an autosegmental analysis (recapitulated in Mahanta 2007) that claims to capture 276 

the blocking patterns. They take /p, b, f, m/ to be specified as [-round] (given the contrast of /p/ 277 

vs. /pʷ/, etc.) and therefore block spreading of [+round]; other consonants are unspecified for 278 

[±round] and hence transparent. However, this analysis fails to explain why labial-velar /k͡p, ɡ͡b/ 279 

are blockers, since they lack labialized counterparts and hence should not be [-round]. Secondly, 280 

it remains unexplained why /k, ʧ, s/ are not also blockers, given that they contrast with /kʷ, ʧʷ, 281 

sʷ/ and should thus be [-round] just like /p, b, f, m/. Finally, this analysis fails to relate the 282 

asymmetry between contrastively non-labialized /p, b, f, m/ and /k, ʧ,  s/ on the one hand 283 

(opaque vs. transparent to [+round] spreading) to the analogous asymmetry between 284 

contrastively labialized /pʷ, bʷ, fʷ, mʷ/ and /kʷ, ʧʷ, sʷ/ on the other (non-triggers vs. triggers of 285 

[+round] spreading). 286 

 Casali (1995: 655, n. 7) observes that before a rounded vowel, all consonants “bear 287 

significant lip-rounding”, even the labials and labial-velars. Casali (1990) argues that this is not 288 

coarticulation but an independent phonological process of [+round] spreading from vowels onto 289 

a preceding consonant. More accurate transcriptions of the output forms in (2a) would thus be 290 

[gʷukʷuː], [gʷʊlʷɔ], and for (2b), [gɨbʷoːtʷoː], [gɨfʷufʷuli], [gɨk͡pʷoː]. If we take these revised 291 

surface realizations seriously, the descriptive generalizations become somewhat different. The 292 

feature [+round] spreads from a rounded vowel onto any preceding (root-initial) onset consonant, 293 



making it labialized (Cʷ). All [+round] onset consonants—including not only these predictably-294 

labialized ones but also the glide /w/ and contrastively labialized consonants (e.g. /kʷ/)—in turn 295 

spread [+round] onto a preceding (prefix) vowel, except when the consonant in question has 296 

[labial] as a primary (consonantal) place of articulation. Given that secondary-articulation 297 

gestures are typically anchored to the release phase (at least for onset consonants; Kochetov 298 

2006; Hoole & Pouplier 2015), one may characterize this as leftward spreading/extension of a lip 299 

rounding gesture ([+round]), which is being blocked by an intervening constriction gesture that 300 

also involves the lips: full closure in the case of [pʷ, bʷ, mʷ] (reflecting either /pʷ, bʷ, mʷ/ or 301 

contextually labialized /p, b, m/), critical narrowing in the case of [fʷ] (reflecting /fʷ/ or 302 

labialized /f/). This could be characterized as a matter of enforcing gestural uniformity (see the 303 

discussion of liquid transparency in Italian dialects in §2.3.3). 304 
 305 

2.3.3 Other types of blocking 306 

A number of cases cannot be as straightforwardly classified as either antagonistic or sympathetic 307 

blocking. These typically involve tongue-root or height harmony, or else total (vowel-copy) 308 

harmony, though exceptions exist (e.g. blocking of rounding harmony by pharyngeals and 309 

ejectives in Tigre; Faust 2017). 310 

 Sonority and continuancy both appear to be possible criteria for blocking vs. transparency 311 

in such systems. For instance, in Dagbani (Hudu 2013), progressive [+ATR] harmony, triggered 312 

by /i/ and targeting high suffix vowels (/ɨ, ʊ/), applies across glottals [ʔ, h] as well as oral and 313 

nasal stops, as illustrated in (3a–b). Harmony is blocked by any (supra-laryngeal) [+continuant] 314 

consonant; this is seen for [s] and [l, ɾ] in (3c). By contrast, regressive [+ATR] harmony, which 315 

is triggered by word-final [e, o] and targets preceding non-high vowels, applies across [-cont] 316 

and [+cont] consonants alike (3d).5 317 

 318 

(3) Dagbani: progressive [+ATR] harmony blocked by continuants (Hudu 2013) 319 

 a. /bń-̂/ → bń̂  ‘thing-SG’ 320 

  /tɔ́-bʊ̂/ → tɔ́bʊ̂  ‘pound-IMPF’ 321 

 
5 The underlying representations in (3) simplify the situation somewhat. In reality, [e, o] and [ɛ, ɔ] are allophones in 
Dagbani: the [+ATR] realizations [e, o] appear predictably in domain-final position (or as a result of regressive 
harmony) while their [-ATR] counterparts [ɛ, ɔ] occur elsewhere (Hudu 2013). 



  /bɛ́-ĥ/ → bɛ́ĥ  ‘shin-PL’ 322 

 b. /pín-̂/ → pínî  ‘gift-SG’ 323 

  /tí-bʊ̂/ → tíbû  ‘pound-IMPF’ 324 

  /bí-h/́ → bíhí  ‘child-PL’ 325 

 c. /pìl-gʊ́/ → pìlgʊ́  ‘begin-NOM’ (not *[pìlgú]) 326 

  /k͡pì-ɾ/́ → k͡pìɾ ̀  ‘die-IMPF’ (not *[k͡pìɾì]) 327 

  /jìn-s/́ → jìns ́  ‘house-PL’ (not *[jìnsí]) 328 

 d. /tàdáb-ô/ → tə̀də́bô  ‘writing ink-SG’ 329 

  /pál-ó/ → pə́ló  ‘new-PL.ANIM’ 330 

  /ʧɔ̀ɾ-ê/ → ʧòɾê  ‘blow-SG’ 331 

 332 

 While liquids (as well as fricatives) act as blockers in Dagbani, they are conversely the 333 

sole non-blockers in certain varieties of Italian, where harmony among post-tonic syllables 334 

applies only across /l, r/, not obstruents or nasals (Canalis 2009; Walker 2016; see chapter 69, 335 

section §69.4.1). In most cases, the harmony involves total assimilation, as in the Umbertide (4a) 336 

or Sant’Oreste dialect (4b). In the Garfagnana dialect (4c), such trans-liquid harmony among 337 

post-tonic (non-low) vowels involves only [±high], not [±back] or [±round]. 338 

 339 

(4) Italian dialects: harmony blocked by non-liquids (Canalis 2009; Walker 2016) 340 

 a. Umbertide (northwestern Umbria) 341 

  ˈfraɡwar-a ‘strawberry’  342 

  ˈfraɡwer-e ‘strawberries’  343 

  ˈʤovin-o ‘young man’ not *[ˈʤovon-o] 344 

  ˈmonik-a ‘nun’ not *[ˈmonak-a] 345 

 b. Sant’Oreste (northern Lazio) 346 

  ˈrandal-a ‘tarantula’  347 

  ˈsiɡur-u ‘cigar’  348 

  ˈsiɡir-i ‘cigars’  349 

  ˈtrapin-u ‘drill’ not *[ˈtrapun-u] 350 

  ˈʃkɔmːid-a ‘uncomfortable-FEM’ not *[ˈʃkɔmːad-a] 351 

 c. Garfagnana (northwestern Tuscany) 352 



  ˈalber-o ‘tree’ not *[ˈalbor-o] 353 

  ˈalbir-i ‘trees’ 354 

  ˈkavol-o ‘cabbage’ 355 

  ˈkavul-i ‘cabbages’  not *[ˈkavil-i] 356 

 357 

 Canalis (2009) analyzes these patterns in representational (autosegmental) terms, positing 358 

that liquids are completely underspecified for place features and hence do not block spreading. 359 

Walker (2016) instead appeals to a requirement for gestural uniformity, by which segments that 360 

share a single vowel feature must not differ in the major-class feature [±approximant]. On the 361 

assumption that all spreading is strictly local (§2.2), a feature like [+high] or [-back] can only 362 

spread from V2 to V1 in a V1CV2 sequence by also spreading to the intervening C; if that C is 363 

[-approx] (e.g. a nasal stop, or an obstruent), the resulting configuration would violate gestural 364 

uniformity. This is analogous to how gestural uniformity has been invoked to explain opacity vs. 365 

transparency of neutral vowels. An example is Kaun’s (1995) analysis of the opacity of Halh 366 

Mongolian, where [u] blocks rounding harmony among [-high] vowels. Kaun proposes that 367 

successive [+round] vowels must either be uniformly [-high] or [+high], as high vs. non-high 368 

vowels require distinct articulatory configurations for lip rounding. Note that those feature-369 

sharing configurations that satisfy gestural uniformity will inevitably involve intervening 370 

segments that are more similar to the trigger-target segments on either side in some crucial 371 

respect—e.g., liquids are more similar to vowels than nasals or obstruents are, in being [+approx] 372 

rather than [-approx]. For this reason, explanations along these lines also relate to the broader 373 

question of the role of similarity in harmony systems (see §2.7.1). 374 

 In the Dagbani and Italian examples above, nasal stops pattern with plosives in blocking 375 

harmony. Some patterns of vowel copying appear instead to draw the distinction between all 376 

sonorants (including nasals) and obstruents, but not necessarily in a consistent way. Thus, in 377 

Shona, epenthetic (high) vowels in adapted loanwords assimilate across (labial and coronal) 378 

obstruents but not across sonorants, cf. [ʧifi] ‘chief’ vs. [timu] ‘team’ (Uffmann 2006). In many 379 

other cases, conversely, copy-vowel insertion is observed only across sonorants but not 380 

obstruents (Hall 2006). 381 

 As for nasals being singled out as blockers of harmony, this is often stated as being the 382 

case for regressive [+ATR] harmony in Assamese (Mahanta 2007; Archangeli & Yip 2019). It is 383 



not clear that such a characterization is entirely justified, however. The only environment in 384 

which regressive [+ATR] harmony fails to apply across an intervening nasal in Assamese is the 385 

specific configuration /ɔNi/; e.g. [kʰɔmir] ‘leavening agent’, [sɛkɔni] ‘strainer’, [dʰɔr-ɔni] (not 386 

*[kʰomir], *[sekoni], *[dʰor-oni]). It is not the case that [+ATR] harmony onto a mid vowel (or 387 

even onto /ɔ/ specifically) fails to apply across a nasal; cf. [somokit] ‘frightened suddenly’. 388 

Mahanta (2007) attributes the failure of harmony in words like /kʰɔmir/ is due to a rather 389 

parochial constraint *[oNi], which specifically bans the three-segment sequence (trigram) of a 390 

mid rounded [+ATR] vowel [o], a [+nasal] consonant, and a high [+ATR] vowel [i] or [u].6 391 

While it is true that this ban leads to the existence of ATR-disharmonic [ɔ…i] sequences, it may 392 

not be useful to view this state of affairs in terms of harmony being interrupted by a particular 393 

class of intervening consonants. 394 

 All of the abovementioned examples involve either tongue-root harmony or total 395 

assimilation (vowel copy). An intriguing case that appears to involve height harmony is that of 396 

Buchan Scots (Wölck 1965; Fitzgerald 2002; see also chapters 11 and 23). In disyllabic words or 397 

phrases with trochaic stress, the stressed and unstressed vowels agree in [±high], other things 398 

being equal; this results in [i]~[e] and [ɨ]~[ə] alternations in various suffixes and clitics (5a–b).7 399 

High…nonhigh sequences such as [ˈu…ə] or [ˈi…e] are not found, regardless of what 400 

consonants intervene; after a high stressed vowel, the unstressed vowel is always high ([ˈu…ɨ], 401 

etc.).8 However, when certain types of consonants or clusters follow a stressed nonhigh vowel, 402 

we see only disharmonic [-high]…[+high], never harmonic [-high]…[-high] (5c). Paster (2004) 403 

interprets the pattern as progressive [-high] harmony, blocked by these intervening segments and 404 

clusters. However, the set of blockers is quite heterogeneous, consisting of /ŋ/ and some 405 

instances of /n/ (but crucially not /m/), all voiced obstruents (either as singletons or as part of 406 

clusters), and also clusters of /l, m, n/ + voiceless obstruent (in practice always a plosive). While 407 
 

6 Although Mahanta’s constraint definition entails that [oNu] sequences are banned as well, she cites no example of 
an /ɔNu/ sequence failing to harmonize, only /ɔNi/. 
7 I follow Youssef (2010) in transcribing the unstressed central high vowel as [ɨ], not [ɪ] as in Fitzgerald (2002).  
8 Paster (2004) finds that the suffixes and clitics described in previous works as displaying [ɨ]~[ə] alternation 
(e.g. -ing, it, (h)im) no longer alternate but instead have a consistently non-high vowel she transcribes as [ɜ]. She 
similarly finds no [i]~[e] alternation in the clitic me (not discussed in earlier works), and notes a handful of words 
with unstressed [e] after a high vowel (Tuesday [ˈtuzde], relay [ˈrile]). Paster therefore takes all the (still-)alternating 
vowels to be underlyingly [+high], and interprets the harmony as spreading only [-high], not [+high]. Youssef 
(2010) follows older descriptions in treating high…nonhigh vowel sequences as categorically absent in surface 
forms and hence ruled out by the phonology. 



NT and lT clusters block harmony (T = voiceless plosive), rT clusters do not, and neither does a 408 

singleton T nor other CT clusters like [st] (5d). 409 

 410 

(5) Buchan Scots: height harmony with consonantal blocking 411 

 a. ˈfəfte ‘fifty’ ˈtwɨnti ‘twenty’  412 

  ˈfer-le ‘fairly’  ˈlɨk-li ‘likely’  413 

  ˈkʌrn-e ‘corn-DIM’  ˈklut-i ‘clout-DIM’ 414 

  ˈlem-e ‘loam-DIM’  ˈdim-i ‘dame-DIM’ 415 

 b. ˈʃalə ‘shell’  ˈhulɨt ‘owl’  416 

  ˈafə ‘awful’ ˈmu-fɨ ‘mouthful’ 417 

  ˈskot-lən ‘Scotland’ ˈhi-lɨn ‘highland’ 418 

  ˈlost ət ‘lost it’  ˈθɨŋk ɨt ‘think it’ 419 

 c. ˈlaŋ-ɨr ‘longer’ (not *[ˈlaŋ-ər]; cf. [ˈʧamər] ‘chamber’) 420 

  ˈθʌnɨr ‘thunder’ ˈmenər ‘manner’ 421 

  ˈlad-i ‘lad-DIM’ (not *[ˈlad-e]; cf. [ˈsat-e] ‘salty’) 422 

  ˈhard-li ‘garden’ (not *[ˈhard-le]; cf. [ˈforte] ‘forty’) 423 

  ˈʃʌlt-i ‘sheltie’ (not *[ˈʃʌlt-e]; cf. [ˈnel-e] ‘nail-DIM’, [ˈtat-e] 424 

‘potato, tattie’) 425 

  ˈkrʌmpɨt ‘crumpet’ (not *[ˈkrʌmpət]; cf. [ˈʌmən] ‘woman’, 426 

[ˈhapər] ‘hopper’) 427 

 d. ˈkwartər ‘quarter’ (not *[ˈkwartɨr]) 428 

  ˈfʌske ‘whisky’ (not *[ˈfʌski]) 429 

  ˈmerse ‘mercy’ (not *[ˈmersi]) 430 

  ˈstanle ‘Stanley’ (not *[ˈstanli]) 431 

 432 

 Paster (2004) approaches the problem raised by this heterogeneous class of blockers from 433 

a diachronic perspective, suggesting that the phonetic motivations for the blocking pattern have 434 

been rendered obscure by later sound changes. On Paster’s diachronic analysis, [-high] harmony 435 

was blocked by any intervening [+voice] obstruent. She assumes that voiceless obstruents had 436 

first become phonologically [+voice] after /l/ or a nasal (but crucially not after /r/, which she 437 

conjectures was instead devoiced in that position); this accounts for why clusters like /lt/, /mp/, 438 



etc. are among the blockers. A weakness of this analysis is that it requires treating this 439 

phonological post-sonorant voicing process as phonetically non-neutralizing: while /t/ in a 440 

cluster like /lt/ becomes [+voice], and hence equivalent to /ld/ for the purpose of blocking [-high] 441 

harmony, the resulting cluster nevertheless remains phonetically distinct from [ld] = /ld/. 442 

 Paster (2004) does not discuss or account for the blocking by intervening singleton [ŋ] 443 

and (occasionally) [n], which contrasts with consistent transparency of [m]. However, these 444 

facts, too, can be understood diachronically. All instances of intervocalic [ŋ] derive historically 445 

(and perhaps also synchronically) from /ŋɡ/, and nearly all cases of blocking by intervocalic [n] 446 

likewise involve earlier /nd/ (e.g. thunder in 5c). Presumably the post-nasal voiced stop was still 447 

present in such words at the time the harmony and blocking pattern arose. While some cases of 448 

(transparent) intervocalic [m] likewise derive from /mb/ (e.g. chamber, referenced in 5c), we can 449 

infer that the change VmbV > VmV happened earlier than VndV > VnV and VŋɡV > VŋV, and 450 

that in the relevant period such words already had [m] rather than [mb] (Youssef 2010). 451 

 Youssef (2010) points out several shortcomings of Paster’s (2004) analysis, in particular 452 

its failure to connect the distribution of posttonic high vs. nonhigh vowels to that of the same 453 

vowels in (stressed) monosyllabic words. Here, it turns out, the same sets of consonants and 454 

clusters that (ostensibly) block the spreading of [-high] from a stressed to an unstressed vowel 455 

also cause a preceding stressed central vowel to be realized as high [ɨ] rather than non-high [ə]. 456 

Thus we find [ɨ] before a singleton voiced obstruent ([brɨɡ] ‘bridge’, [dɨv] ‘do’), a nasal + 457 

obstruent cluster ([lɨmp] ‘limp’, [bɨnʃ] ‘bench’) or a singleton [n, ŋ] that historically reflects /nd, 458 

ŋɡ/ ([wɨn] ‘wind’, [sɨŋ] ‘sing’), whereas [ə] is found before all other consonants and clusters, 459 

including voiceless obstruents, singleton sonorants and [r] + obstruent clusters (e.g. [pət] ‘pit’, 460 

[kəl] ‘kill’, [θəm] ‘thumb’, [wən] ‘win’, [stərk] ‘stirk’). 461 

 The striking correspondence between these two sets of height-alternation facts prompts 462 

Youssef (2010) to re-analyze the harmony pattern in (5a–b) as one of raising rather than 463 

lowering. He views this as involving a feature [Lowered Larynx] ([LL]), which he attributes to 464 

high vowels and voiced obstruents as well as to (phonetically) voiceless obstruents preceded by 465 

/l/ or a nasal.9 Thus [LL] can spread onto a posttonic vowel either long-distance from the stressed 466 

 
9 Paster (2004) considers and rejects an analysis in which the defining property of the blockers is an articulatorily 
defined [Lowered Larynx] feature rather than [+voice]. For Youssef (2010), the [LL] feature is instead part of an 



vowel (skipping across an intervening non-[LL] consonant or cluster), as in [ˈlɨk-li] ‘likely’, or 467 

else locally from a [LL] consonant that intervenes between the stressed and unstressed vowel, as 468 

in [ˈlad-i] ‘lad-DIM’. Youssef stipulates that /ŋ/ is [LL] while /m/ is not, and that there exists a 469 

covert phonemic contrast between [LL] /n̬/ (which triggers raising, as in [ˈθʌnɨr] ‘thunder’) and 470 

non-[LL] /n/ (which does not, as in [ˈmenər] ‘manner’). 471 

 On Youssef’s (2010) reanalysis of the Buchan Scots facts, there is thus no [-high] 472 

harmony and hence no consonantal blocking. The cases that appear to display such blocking, as 473 

in (5c), instead involve a local C-V interaction whereby vowels are raised after consonants with a 474 

certain laryngeal feature ([LL]). Youssef’s analysis does not escape the problems faced by Paster 475 

(2004), however. He considers his use of [LL] rather than [+voice] to be advantageous in that 476 

clusters like /lt/, /mp/ etc. contain a plosive which is clearly not voiced; specification as [LL] 477 

“might not correspond directly to vocal fold vibration and thus a segment may have this feature 478 

without being phonetically voiced in all contexts” (Youssef 2010: 330). However, he makes no 479 

attempt at explaining how the surface contrast between clusters like [lt, nt] and [ld, nd] is to be 480 

represented phonologically, given that he treats both as containing a [LL] plosive, and his feature 481 

system includes no such property as [±voice]. 482 

 483 

2.3.4 Blocking by consonant clusters 484 

A final phenomenon that might be categorized as consonantal blocking is when vowel harmony 485 

applies across a singleton consonant but not across a consonant cluster or geminate. Examples 486 

include vowel-copy harmony in Yucatec Maya (Krämer 2001) and ATR harmony in Assamese 487 

(Mahanta 2007) and Lango (Woock & Noonan 1979; Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994), though 488 

sources disagree on the relevant descriptive facts and generalizations in Lango (Okello 1975; 489 

Noonan 1992); for detailed discussion of these and other examples, see chapter 16. In such cases, 490 

harmony is typically analyzed as a relation between adjacent vocalic (or nuclear) moras, 491 

interrupted by an intervening consonantal (coda) mora. This presupposes that all codas are 492 

moraic in the language, and also predicts the existence of languages in which some clusters are 493 

opaque (moraic coda + onset) and others transparent (complex onsets, or nonmoraic coda + 494 

onset); Javanese may be an example (see chapter 16, section §16.4). 495 

 
essentially substance-free analysis, couched in the feature-geometric Parallel Structures Model (Morén 2003, 2006; 
see chapter 27). 



 Another possibility is to view this type of blocking as an instance of a proximity 496 

restriction, where the key factor is the distance between the vowels rather than the moraicity of 497 

an intervening consonant. It may be more fruitful to regard cases like these as comparable to 498 

ones where application vs. non-application of harmony depends on the number of intervening 499 

neutral vowels, e.g. the so-called count effect in Hungarian front/back harmony (Ringen & 500 

Kontra 1989; Hayes & Londe 2006; Hayes et al. 2009; see chapter 67, section §3.1). Proximity 501 

effects are common in consonant harmony as well (Hansson 2010c, 2020; see §2.7.1). Some 502 

models of long-distance harmony and dissimilation incorporate a gradient decay function to 503 

capture the effect of trigger-target distance (Kimper 2011; Zymet 2014). 504 

 505 

2.4 Consonants as triggers 506 

Antagonistic blocking (§2.3.1) often appears to go hand in hand with the consonant triggering a 507 

new span of the harmonic feature. This is the case—or, at least, can be interpreted as being the 508 

case—whenever the blocking consonant can be argued to carry the opposite value of the 509 

harmonic feature. For instance, Turkish /lʲ/ blocks progressive [+back] harmony, as discussed in 510 

§2.3.1. On the assumption that /lʲ/ is phonologically [-back], the surface [-back] value observed 511 

on subsequent suffix vowels can be attributed to spreading of this feature from /lʲ/.10 The 512 

consonant in question is thus simultaneously opaque and a harmony trigger; this is analogous to 513 

a typical behaviour of opaque neutral vowels in vowel harmony systems (see e.g. van der Hulst 514 

2018). Cases where consonants appear to trigger harmony do not always involve blocking, 515 

however; for instance, we saw in §2.3.2 how in Nawuri, the glide /w/ and the (non-labial) 516 

labialized consonants /kʷ, sʷ/ trigger the exact same regressive rounding harmony onto a prefix 517 

vowel as rounded vowels do. 518 

 The Turkish and Nawuri examples are representative in that the consonants that trigger 519 

vowel harmony are typically always either glides (/j/ and/or /w/) or else carry a secondary 520 

articulation (palatalization and/or labialization, /Cʲ, Cʷ, Cᶣ/).11 One possible case of consonants 521 

 
10 The same line of argumentation can be translated into other feature systems, e.g. where the relevant property is a 
V-Place (or Lingual) node dominating the feature [coronal] (≈ [-back]). 
11 Of course, harmony systems that involve spreading of pharyngealization (retraction, emphasis) from consonants 
to vowels and consonants alike are well-studied, e.g. in language families like Semitic (Arabic, Aramaic; e.g. 
Hoberman 1988, Shahin 2002, Watson 2002; see chapter 47), Berber (e.g. Elmedlaoui 1995, Heath 2005), Salish 
(Shahin 2002) and Dene (Athabaskan; Cook 1993, Hansson 2007). However, since such phenomena are not usually 



with secondary articulation acting as triggers is regressive [ATR] harmony in the Asante-Twi 522 

dialect of Akan, as described by Clements (1980, 1984, 1985; see also Kiparsky 1985). 523 

According to Clements, who in turn builds on the description by Stewart (1967; see also Stewart 524 

1983), roots that begin in a consonant that is either a palatal (/tɕᶣ, dʑ, dʑᶣ, ɕᶣ, ɲ/) or else 525 

palatalized or labio-palatalized (/sʲ, sᶣ/), followed by the [-ATR] vowel /a/, trigger [+ATR] 526 

harmony onto prefixes (6a).12 On the assumption that all of the palatals can be analyzed as being 527 

phonologically palatalized, i.e. specified as carrying a secondary vocalic articulation (e.g. [dʑ] = 528 

/dʑʲ/), the relevant set of roots consists of all and only those that begin in a /Cʲa…/ or /Cᶣa…/ 529 

sequence.13 Roots where an initial /Cʲ, Cᶣ/ is followed by some [-ATR] vowel other than /a/ do 530 

not trigger regressive [+ATR] harmony (6b). 531 

 532 

(6) Akan (Asante-Twi): [+ATR] harmony triggered by root-initial /Cʲa, Cᶣa/ 533 

 a. o-tɕᶣa-ɪ ‘he cut it’ not *[ɔ-tɕᶣa-ɪ]  534 

  mi-sʲãnɪ ‘I come down’ not *[mɪ-sʲãnɪ] 535 

  o-ko-dʑᶣarɪ ‘he goes and washes’ not *[ɔ-kɔ-dʑᶣarɪʔ] 536 

  wu-be-dʑᶣarɪ ‘you will bathe’ not *[wʊ-bɛ-dʑᶣarɪʔ] 537 

 b. ɔ-bɛ-dʑɪ ‘he will drink it’ not *[o-be-dʑɪ] 538 

 539 

Rather than treat the [+ATR] harmony in (6a) as being triggered by the initial palatalized 540 

consonant as such, Clements (1976/1980, 1984, 1985) and Kiparsky (1985) propose that the 541 

relevant root morphemes all contain a floating [+ATR] feature, which precedes the underlying 542 

[-ATR] feature of the low vowel /a/. In this respect, then, the roots in (6a) are analogous to ones 543 

that contain an /i…a/ or /u…a/ vowel sequence (e.g. /bisa/ ‘ask’, cf. [o-bisa-ɪ] ‘he asked’). By 544 

 
subsumed under the “vowel harmony” rubric, I leave them aside here. The same goes for nasal harmony (chapter 3), 
which is typically triggered by a nasal consonant but targets vowels and (some) consonants. 
12 Here I have re-transcribed the [c, cʷ, j, jʷ, ɕʷ] of Clements (1984) as [tɕ, tɕᶣ, dʑ, dʑᶣ, ɕᶣ], and his [sy, swy] as [sʲ, sᶣ], 
in accordance with more recent literature (e.g. Amoako 2020). Clements (1976/1980) represented [dʑ, dʑᶣ] as [gy, 
gwy]. In the Twi orthography, the (alveolo-)palatals [tɕ, dʑ, ɕ, ɲ] are generally represented as <ky, gy, hy, ny>, and 
their labio-palatalized counterparts [tɕᶣ, dʑᶣ, ɕᶣ, ɲᶣ] as <tw, dw, hw, nw>. 
13 Kiparsky (1985:123) states Clements’ generalization as covering all roots beginning in /Cʷa…/ as well as /Cʲa…/, 
perhaps due to the fact that so many of the palatal consonants in question happen to be labialized (labio-palatalized, 
strictly speaking). However, Clements clearly restricts the scope to palatals (along with [sʲ, sᶣ]). Akan also has 
labialized [kʷ, ɡʷ, ŋʷ] (orthogr. <kw, gw, nw> not followed by a front vowel) but there is no mention of there being 
any roots beginning in sequences like [kʷa…] or [ɡʷa…] that trigger the same [+ATR] harmony. 



assuming that /a/ is underlyingly associated with a feature [-ATR], whereas /ɪ, ʊ, ɛ, ɔ/ are 545 

underlyingly unspecified for [±ATR], Kiparsky (1985) is able to explain why such a covert 546 

floating [+ATR] feature would be limited to roots with /a/ in the initial syllable. However, by 547 

Kiparsky’s analysis it remains a complete accident that all such roots should happen to begin in a 548 

(labio-)palatalized consonant. 549 

 In an Optimality Theory analysis of vowel harmony in the Asante-Twi dialect, Ballard 550 

(2010) treats the cases in (6a) as phonotactically motivated rather than as lexical exceptions. He 551 

posits a parochial constraint *[-ATR][+distributed][+low], which bans any and all VCV 552 

sequences of the type V[-ATR]C[+dist]a (assuming palatals to be [+dist]) and hence results in 553 

[+ATR] prefix vowels before roots of the relevant shape. 554 

 One might perhaps conjecture that at some earlier historical stage, Akan roots like those 555 

in (6a) all contained a /Cia/ or /Cua/ sequence, with an overt prevocalic [+ATR] high vowel, and 556 

that their triggering of [+ATR] harmony reflects this earlier state of affairs. These sequences 557 

would then later have contracted to [Cʲa] and [Cᶣa], respectively. An explanation along these 558 

lines was in fact proposed by Stewart (1967:200), although Clements (1976/1980:16) quotes 559 

Stewart as having informing him “that he no longer holds this view”. A connection between 560 

vocalic [+ATR] and consonant (labio)palatalization in Akan receives further support from 561 

Abakah (2012), who reports that in the Asante-Twi dialect, /Cua, Cue/ sequences are realized as 562 

[Cᶣia, Cᶣie] while /Cʊa/ surfaces as [Cʷa]. 563 

 Another case worth mentioning in this context—though it perhaps better belongs in the 564 

consonants-as-blockers category—is Ikoma (Higgins 2012). Here root-initial Cʲ or Cʷ causes an 565 

[-ATR] root to pattern with [+ATR] roots in failing to trigger height dissimilation in a preceding 566 

mid-vowel prefix, e.g. [ɣo-tena] ‘to cut’, [ɣu-ɣɛsa] ‘to harvest’, but [ɣo-sʷɛɣa] ‘to clear land’ 567 

(not *[ɣu-sʷɛɣa]). While the vowel-to-vowel interaction that is being disrupted in Ikoma is one 568 

of dissimilation, not harmony, Higgins (2012) analyzes it as being a response to a constraint that 569 

requires [±ATR] agreement among [-high] vowels (cf. also Gambarage & Pulleyblank 2017 on 570 

closely related Nata). Making the prefix vowel [+high] vacuously satisfies this (height-parasitic) 571 

[ATR] harmony requirement. Higgins (2012) does not provide a formal account of exactly how 572 

an intervening Cʲ or Cʷ comes disrupts this V-to-V agreement relation, leading to the surfacing 573 

of disharmonic mid-mid or mid-low sequences such as [oCʷɛ], [eCʷa], etc., but the problem such 574 

forms raise is analogous to the Akan case above. 575 



 As for glides, given their affinity with (ATR/tense) high vowels like [i] or [u], it is 576 

perhaps not surprising that they occasionally pattern with such vowels in triggering and/or 577 

blocking vowel harmony. This is attested in some tongue-root harmony systems, such as 578 

Turkana (Dimmendaal 1983, Noske 1996). In Turkana, /j, w/ trigger regressive [+ATR] harmony 579 

onto preceding vowels, just like the underlyingly [+ATR] vowels /i, u/ do. Thus, for instance, 580 

glide-initial roots take [+ATR] prefixes (/E-jEn-I / → [ejɛnɪ] ‘s/he knows’, /E-wOrU/ → [ewɔrʊ] 581 

‘cloth’). Similarly, in roots with a medial glide the preceding vowel is predictably [+ATR] (e.g. 582 

[-imjɛl-] ‘taste’, [-kedjɛɲ-] ‘be left-handed’). However, the glides /j, w/ differ from /i, u/ in 583 

failing to trigger progressive [+ATR] harmony.14 In the analysis of Noske (1996), glides receive 584 

a [+ATR] specification by a redundancy rule which is stipulated to apply after the progressive 585 

[+ATR] harmony rule but prior to the regressive [+ATR] harmony rule. Turkana also has a set of 586 

underlyingly [-ATR] suffixes, which trigger regressive [-ATR] harmony onto preceding vowels. 587 

Again, the glides /j, w/ pattern with the high [+ATR] vowels /i, u/ in blocking this regressive 588 

[-ATR] harmony (e.g. /a-k-ido-Un-ɛt/ → [akɪdɔʊnɛt] ‘birth’ but /a-k-item(j)-ɛt/ → [akitemjɛt] 589 

‘attempt’, /E-ɪtV-iɡor- I-A-rɛ/ → [iziɡɔrɛrɛ] ‘(why) is she made to cry?’); in other words, the 590 

regressive [+ATR] harmony triggered by an intervening [j, w] or [i, u] overrides the otherwise-591 

expected regressive [-ATR] harmony from the following suffix vowel.15 Finally, it is worth 592 

noting that the Turkana case is further complicated by the fact that the glides [j, w] are in many 593 

cases surface alternants of [+ATR] high vowels [i, u] in prevocalic environments (e.g. 594 

/ŋI-kori-A/ → [ŋiqorjo] ‘giraffes’, /ŋI-kOrI-A/ → [ŋɪqɔrɪa] ‘ratels’). 595 

 596 

2.5 Consonants as facilitators 597 

Rather than being outright triggers of vowel harmony, consonants may sometimes play a more 598 

subtle facilitatory role. Thus, a vowel which would not otherwise undergo harmony may do so 599 

only if it happens to be adjacent to a consonant of a particular kind. A particularly striking 600 

example of such consonantal facilitation is the “doubly-triggered” rounding harmony seen in 601 
 

14 There is some evidence that /j, w/ cause an immediately following mid vowel to be realized with a more advanced 
quality. However, this is clearly a local effect and its phonological status seems unclear. The vowels in question are 
sometimes described as having a “harsh” voice quality; Noske (1996:91–92) treats them as being phonologically 
[+ATR] due to (local) assimilation with the preceding glide, but describes that process as “sporadic”. 
15 Dimmendaal (1983: 25–26) treats the intervening [j] in cases like [akitemjɛt] ‘attempt’ as being epenthetic rather 
than underlying; whatever its status, it is clear that the glide prevents [-ATR] harmony from the suffix (or, rather, 
overrides it by triggering [+ATR] harmony). 



Laal (Lionnet 2017). Certain morphological contexts display a regressive rounding harmony that 602 

is parasitic on both height and backness: /ɨ…u/ → [u…u] and /ə…o/ → [o…o]. However, this 603 

harmony only applies if the target vowel (/ɨ/ or /ə/) also happens to be adjacent (or nearly 604 

adjacent) to one of the labial consonants /p, b, ɓ, m͡b, m, w/ (7a). When this is not the case, the 605 

vowels remain disharmonic (7b). Strikingly, the facilitating labial consonant need not intervene 606 

between the trigger and target vowels, as shown by cases like /ɓr̀-ú/ → [ɓùrú] or /wə̀ːr-ó/ → 607 

[wòːró]. The issue is thus not one of selective transparency by labials, nor is it the case that 608 

spreading of [+round] from vowel to vowel somehow depends on the presence of an intervening 609 

labial as intermediary stepping-stone. Note that labial consonants on their own do not trigger 610 

rounding (7c). 611 

 612 

(7) Laal: (parasitic) rounding harmony only if labial C present (Lionnet 2017) 613 

 a. /dl̀m-ú/ dùlmú  ‘type of house-PL’ 614 

  /ɓr̀-ú/ ɓùrú  ‘fish hook-PL’ 615 

  /tə̀b-ó/ tòbó ‘fish species-PL’ 616 

  /mə̂lm-ó/ môlmó ‘Koranic teacher-PL’ 617 

  /wə̀ːr-ó/ wòːró ‘genet-PL’ 618 

 b. /ɡń-ù/ ɡńù  ‘net-PL’ (not *[ɡúnù]) 619 

  /sə̀ɡ-ó/ sə̀ɡó  ‘tree species-PL’ (not *[sòɡó]) 620 

 c. /pŕmń/ pŕmń  ‘dust’ (not *[púrmń]) 621 

  /bə̀brə̀/ bə̀brə̀ ‘lizard species’ (not *[bòbrə̀])  622 

  /mə̀ːm-ə̀r/ mə̀ːmə̀r ‘my grandmother’ (not *[mòːmə̀r]) 623 

 624 

As Lionnet (2016) notes, the triggering of harmony as a cumulative effect of a [+round] vowel 625 

and a [labial] consonant can easily be captured in a theory with weighted constraints, such as 626 

Harmonic Grammar (Legendre et al. 1990, Pater 2009). A constraint against disharmonic [ɨ…u] 627 

and [ə…o] sequences and a constraint against unrounded [ɨ, ə] in the vicinity of a labial 628 

consonant can “gang up” and jointly trigger unfaithfulness to the input (/ɨ, ə/ → [u, o]), even if 629 

neither constraint is able to cause any such rounding on its own. Lionnet (2016, 2017) rejects this 630 

solution in favour of a more phonetically grounded analysis, in which categorical harmony is the 631 

cumulative result of smaller co-articulatory (sub-phonemic) effects, which can be independently 632 



observed. Thus, for instance, /ə/ has markedly lower F2 in contexts like [sə̀ɡó] or [bə̀brə̀] than 633 

when no rounded vowel or labial consonant is nearby. When these gradient, sub-phonemic 634 

effects add up, Lionnet argues, their combination amounts to a (phonological) category shift 635 

from [-round] [ə] to [+round] [o]. 636 

 In the Laal case, the consonantal context of a vowel in target position determines whether 637 

it undergoes vowel harmony or not. An analogous situation obtains in Kaska (Dene Zá̄gé’; 638 

Hansson & Moore 2011, 2014), but here the vowels in question alternate between undergoing 639 

harmony and being neutral and transparent to it, depending on the consonantal context. Hansson 640 

& Moore (2011) analyze the regressive (root-to-prefix) vowel harmony in Kaska as involving the 641 

feature [+back], triggered by any of the non-high vowels /a, aː, o, oː/ (but not high /uː/) and 642 

targeting only the [+low] vowel [æː] (→ [aː]). The latter may either involve underlying /æː/ or a 643 

contraction of /e+e/, which obligatorily lowers to [æː] in all contexts (8a).16 High /iː, uː/ ([iː, ʉː]) 644 

are transparent to the harmony, and so is short /e/ ([ɛ]), other things being equal (8b); other 645 

vowel qualities happen not to occur in the relevant positions.17 646 

 647 

(8) Kaska [+back] harmony: /e/ transparent or undergoer, depending on consonantal context 648 

 a. /ke-te-e-tʼéɬ/ kɛtæːtʼɛ́ɬ ‘they(PL) will walk/go’ 649 

  /ké-ke-te-e-ʔóːɬ/ kɛ́kɛtaːʔóːɬ ‘they(PL) will paddle around’ 650 

  /æː-s-h-t’úːtʰ/ æːstʼúːtʰ ‘I sucked’ 651 

  /æː-t-kʼas/ aːkʼas ‘s/he ate quickly’ 652 

 b. /me-kʰǽː-ke-te-iː-kʼáːn/ mɛkʰáːkɛtiːkʼáːn ‘they burned him/her up’ 653 

  /nǽː-ke-zoj/ náːkɛ́zoj ‘they are all scraping (hide)’ 654 

 c. /se-h-ʦʰúːʦʰ/ sɛhʦʰúːʦʰ ‘s/he put (fabric) there’ 655 

  /se-h-tʰáːn/ sahtʰáːn ‘s/he put (long object) there’ 656 

  /se-tʰáːn/ sɛtʰáːn ‘(long object) is there’ 657 

  /neh-jeke/ nɛhjɛkɛ ‘under you(DU/PL)’ 658 
 

16 Hansson & Moore (2011) transcribe the phonetic qualities of the non-high back rounded vowels /o, oː/ (orthogr. o, 
ō) as [ʊ, oː], while here they are rendered as [o, ɔː]. The corresponding front unrounded vowels (orthogr. e, ē) are 
transcribed as [ɛ, æː], reflecting the fact that each is phonetically lower than its back rounded counterpart. I represent 
them phonemically (underlyingly) as /e, æː/ here, rather than /e, eː/ (or /ɛ, ɛː/ as in Hansson & Moore 2014), since 
the latter vowel is consistently low and alternates with the [+low] vowel [aː]. 
17 The underlying representations in (8) are simplified in that zero morphs are omitted and no distinctions are made 
between different types of morpheme boundaries, e.g. among “conjunct” and “disjunct” prefixes (Rice 2000). 



  /neh-jé-n-uː-kʰã́ ː/ nahjɛ́nuːkʰã́ ː ‘s/he will give you(DU/PL) back 659 

(contained liquid)’ 660 

 661 

As the examples in (8c) show, however, when short /e/ is immediately followed by a 662 

tautosyllabic (coda) /h/, it is not transparent but instead undergoes backness harmony, surfacing 663 

as (low) [a]. Just as in the Laal case, this can be related to subtle phonetic (allophonic) effects 664 

that are observable in non-harmony contexts. As Hansson & Moore (2011, 2014) show, short /e/ 665 

in the environment __h]σ has a markedly lower (and more retracted) phonetic realization than 666 

elsewhere: [ɛ̞], even bordering on [æ], instead of the usual [ɛ]; e.g. /eh-t-ʦʰeʦ/ → [ɛ̞h.ʦʰɛʦ] 667 

‘you(DU/PL) eat’ vs. /e-t-ʦʰeʦ/ → [ɛ.ʦʰɛʦ] ‘s/he eats’. On the assumption that this local V-C 668 

interaction with a coda /h/ renders short /e/ phonologically [+low], and that [+back] harmony 669 

targets only [+low] vowels (with [-low] vowels being transparent), the shift of /e/ from 670 

neutral/transparent to undergoer can be straightforwardly viewed as a feeding interaction. 671 

 In sum, in Kaska just as in Laal, a local allophonic (i.e. “subphonemic”) effect of a 672 

consonant on a vowel causes the latter to become subject to harmony. However, in Kaska that 673 

allophonic effect involves (mainly) a phonetic dimension different from that of the harmony 674 

itself (height, as opposed to backness), whereas in Laal the two involve the same phonetic 675 

parameter (rounding). Therefore the Kaska case does not necessitate the sort of scalar, 676 

“subfeatural” representations advocated by Lionnet (2017) for Laal. 677 

 678 

2.6 Consonants as neutral segments 679 

As noted at the outset of this chapter, the default state of affairs is for consonants to be 680 

completely inert and transparent to vowel harmony. In some situations, this non-participation is 681 

itself a notable fact. This is particularly the case when glides like [j] or [w] are neutral and 682 

transparent while their high vowel counterparts [i, u] are active participants (e.g. in backness 683 

harmony, rounding harmony or tongue-root harmony). Since the glide vs. vowel distinction is 684 

often represented in terms of syllable structure rather than featural content (e.g. Levin 1985, 685 

Harris & Kaisse 1999; though see Padgett 2008), this may have significant implications for how 686 

the vowel harmony relation is analyzed in the languages in question. 687 

 We encountered a case of this in Turkish (§2.3.1), where the glide /j/ is neutral and 688 

transparent to front/back harmony, in contrast to the palatalized lateral /lʲ/, which seems to block 689 



back harmony and trigger a front-harmonic span in its own right. One approach to this type of 690 

unexpected transparency is by representational stipulation; for instance, Levi (2004) proposes 691 

that [j] in Turkish is a true coronal consonant, lacking the Vocalic and V-Place nodes that 692 

characterize both vowels and secondary-articulated consonants like [lʲ]. Similarly, in Pulaar 693 

(Paradis 1992), the glides [j, w] neither trigger nor block [+ATR] harmony, whereas their vocalic 694 

counterparts [i, u] do (even when epenthetic). Levi (2004) suggests that the neutrality of the 695 

consonants [j, w] be captured by assuming that they differ from the vowels [i, u] in lacking the 696 

relevant representational node (either the feature [+ATR] specifically or an entire Vocalic node, 697 

depending on which feature geometry one adopts). 698 

 While such representational stipulations can work for individual cases, they are unlikely 699 

to be viable as an all-purpose approach to this problem. Analogous situations can arise with 700 

harmonies that involve other features which more often cross the vowel/consonant divide. Thus, 701 

for instance, regressive nasal harmony between vowels in the Mọ̀bà dialect of Yorùbá is neither 702 

triggered nor blocked by nasal consonants (Ajíbóyè & Pulleyblank 2018). It is hardly plausible 703 

to assume that segments like [m] or [n] lack the feature [+nasal] outright, nor that nasality in 704 

vowels involves some feature other than [+nasal], especially since other sound patterns in the 705 

same dialect do restrict the co-occurrence of oral vowels and nasal consonants. A more attractive 706 

approach is one which takes the vowel-to-vowel harmony relation to be stated as a feature-707 

agreement requirement on vowels specifically (e.g. successive moras, as in Ajíbóyè & 708 

Pulleyblank’s analysis, or syllable nuclei). Such agreement in the output representation can be 709 

achieved either by means of feature copying/insertion, effectively skipping any intervening 710 

consonants, or potentially by (strictly local) feature spreading that affects intervening segments 711 

as well (on such “agreement by spreading”, see Hansson 2010b). 712 

 In section §2.3 we encountered many cases of selective blocking, where a certain subset 713 

of consonants interrupt vowel harmony while others are neutral and transparent to it. Some cases 714 

of this kind may be better viewed as a matter of selective transparency, especially when the set 715 

of blockers is large and diverse while the non-blockers form a coherent natural class. The liquid 716 

transparency in certain Italian dialects discussed in §2.3.3 is an example of this state of affairs. 717 

Other well-known types of cases are ones involving transparency of coronal sonorants in 718 

general—or occasionally of all coronals—as well as that of “guttural” consonants, especially 719 

laryngeals (Paradis & Prunet 1989, McCarthy 1994, Rose 1996, Gafos & Lombardi 1999). With 720 



very few exceptions, attested cases of such trans-coronal and/or trans-guttural vowel harmony all 721 

involve total assimilation (vowel copy), rather than harmony in one specific feature. 722 

 With respect to the transparency of gutturals, Sylak-Glassman (2014) argues that this 723 

phenomenon should be separated into non-lingual transparency on the one hand, whereby vowel 724 

assimilation applies across laryngeal and pharyngeal consonants, and dorsal transparency on the 725 

other, in which uvulars (and possibly also velars) are transparent. While non-lingual transparency 726 

is very well attested, dorsal transparency is quite rare and appears to be most common with 727 

assimilation in rounding. In Iraqw, for instance, progressive total vowel assimilation across 728 

laryngeals and pharyngeals is triggered by any of /i, u, a/, e.g. /buːʔ-iːm/ → [buʔuːm] ‘harvest 729 

pay (DUR)’, /waʔalah-iːm/ → [waʔalahaːm] ‘exchange (DUR)’, while harmony across uvulars and 730 

velars appears to be limited to /u/, e.g. /ɬuːq-iːm/ → [ɬuquːm] ‘kill big animal or man (DUR)’ 731 

(Mous 1993, Rose 1996, Sylak-Glassman 2014). Similarly, Yamane-Tanaka (2006) finds that in 732 

Gitksan, older generations of speakers had progressive vowel harmony from all of [ɛ, a, ɔ] across 733 

an intervening laryngeal, but across uvulars only from rounded [ɔ].18 An interesting additional 734 

case is Loniu (see chapter 76, section §3.2), in which regressive rounding harmony applies 735 

across velars as well as glottals, nasals, and the [+round] consonants /w, pʷ/. 736 

 Based on cross-linguistic evidence, Walker & Rose (2015) view the crucial distinction as 737 

being between “supra-laryngeal gutturals” (uvulars, pharyngeals) on the one hand and laryngeals 738 

on the other, and observe that transparency of the former implies transparency of latter but not 739 

vice versa. Furthermore, this appears to be independent of whether or not these two classes of 740 

consonants pattern together with respect to other sound patterns in the language, e.g. local 741 

processes of vowel lowering or retraction. 742 

 Since the advent of feature geometry and underspecification theory in the mid-1980s, 743 

patterns involving selective transparency have often been used as evidence that the class of 744 

transparent consonants in question is representationally impoverished in some manner, either 745 

universally or on a language-specific basis. Thus trans-laryngeal vowel harmony supports the 746 

idea that laryngeal consonants lack a Supralaryngeal or C-Place node altogether (Steriade 747 

1987a), and coronal transparency provided arguments for radical (i.e. markedness-based) 748 

underspecification of [coronal] place (Paradis & Prunet 1989). The aforementioned feature-749 

 
18 Younger Gitksan speakers appear to have generalized the dorsal transparency to [ɛ, a] contexts as well, with some 
speakers even extending it to the (front) velar fricative [xʲ]. 



geometric analyses of glide transparency in Turkish and Pulaar by Levi (2004) also fall in the 750 

same category. The full range of attested patterns of selective transparency (and indeed selective 751 

blocking, too) seems too complex and nuanced for such approaches, however. 752 

 Many recent analyses instead seek to motivate the division into transparent vs. non-753 

transparent consonants in overtly articulatory (gestural) terms, based on the default assumption 754 

that all vowel-to-vowel assimilation involves extension of a single articulatory gesture, other 755 

things being equal (e.g. Ní Chiosáin & Padgett 2001; see chapter 32). Since intervening 756 

consonants would thus be contained within the span of this extended gesture—that is, they are 757 

undergoers of the harmony in some sense (§2.2)—their own articulatory properties can conflict 758 

with the harmony gesture, potentially resulting in blocking. Such conflict may involve 759 

contradictory demands on an articulator, e.g. in terms of constriction location, as in most cases of 760 

antagonistic blocking (§2.3.1). Alternatively, it may be a matter of gestural uniformity, usually 761 

involving differences in constriction degree, as is presumably the cause for most patterns of 762 

sympathetic blocking (§2.3.2). There is thus no difference in kind between selective blocking 763 

and selective transparency; the latter is merely a subtype of the former in which the compatibility 764 

demands on consonants within the gestural span are unusually stringent. 765 

 766 

2.7 Vowel harmony and consonant harmony 767 

Although consonant harmony as a phenomenon falls outside the scope of this handbook, I will 768 

end this chapter by briefly considering the relationship between vowel harmony and consonant 769 

harmony. Do these two phenomena differ significantly in their cross-linguistic typological 770 

profiles? If so, does this suggest that the two might involve distinct grammatical mechanisms 771 

(e.g. types of constraints/processes, representational considerations)? Do some types of vowel 772 

harmony resemble consonant harmony more than others? How permeable is the border between 773 

consonant and vowel harmony? Do we find cases where one type of pattern has developed into 774 

the other, or cases where such a shift might be underway? These types of questions are addressed 775 

below. For an overview of consonant harmony with references to current research, the reader is 776 

directed to Hansson (2020). 777 

 778 



2.7.1 Similarities and differences 779 

In the heyday of autosegmental (and metrical) approaches to harmony processes (late 1970s to 780 

mid-1990s), consonant and vowel harmony were standardly assumed to involve the exact same 781 

types of processes and grammar-internal mechanisms. The neutrality and transparency of 782 

intervening segments—of vowels and other consonants in the case of consonant harmony, and of 783 

consonants and (in some languages) a designated subset of vowels in the case of vowel 784 

harmony—was taken to reflect the same general notion of relativized locality, typically 785 

attributed to non-specification for the harmonic feature (e.g. underspecification based on 786 

irrelevance, redundancy or unmarked/default status). For instance, Steriade (1987b) draws on 787 

examples of both vowel-vowel and consonant-consonant interactions to illustrate certain 788 

proposed locality restrictions on assimilatory (as well as dissimilatory) processes. 789 

 From the mid-1990s, the proposal that all feature spreading should be construed as 790 

strictly local—a blanket rejection of the gapped representations typical of autosegmental 791 

analyses of harmony systems with one or more transparent segments—gained increasing support 792 

(e.g. Archangeli & Pulleyblank 1994; Pulleyblank 1996; Ní Chiosáin & Padgett 1997, 2001; 793 

Gafos 1998, 1999 [1996]; Gafos & Lombardi 1999; Walker 2000b [1998]; see §2.2 and §2.6). 794 

Arguments in support of this view were adduced from both consonant and vowel harmony, as 795 

well as from vowel-consonant harmony processes like nasal harmony (chapter 3). Thus Gafos 796 

(1999 [1996]; see also chapter 40) argues that the prevalence of coronal (esp. sibilant) harmony 797 

among consonant harmony systems is due to the fact that coronal-specific contrasts like [s] vs. 798 

[ʃ] or [ʂ] involve precisely the kinds of articulatory gestures that can be maintained through 799 

intervening vowels and non-coronal consonants without interfering with their articulation or 800 

crucial acoustic-perceptual cues. As for vowel harmony, phonetic evidence has been used to call 801 

into question the alleged transparency of intervening consonants (e.g. Ní Chiosáin & Padgett 802 

2001; see §2.2) and also of neutral vowels, e.g. for front/back harmony in Finnish (Gordon 1999; 803 

Välimaa-Blum 1999) and Hungarian (Benus 2005, Benus & Gafos 2007) and for ATR harmony 804 

in Kinande (Gick et al. 2006) and Halh Mongolian (Rialland & Djamouri 1984; Svantesson et al. 805 

2005; see chapter 60). For related discussion, see also chapters 32 and 40. 806 

 Starting around 2000, more systematic cross-linguistic surveys of consonant harmony 807 

came to emphasize salient differences between its typological profile and that of vowel harmony 808 

or other feature-spreading phenomena (Rose & Walker 2000, 2004; Walker 2000a, 2000c, 2001; 809 



Hansson 2001, 2010a). One particularly salient characteristic of long-distance consonant 810 

assimilations is the role of similarity in defining the set of trigger-target pairs that are subject to 811 

assimilation (for a variety of manifestations of such similarity effects, see Hansson 2020). 812 

Another empirical generalization—considered at the time to be exceptionless, but see below—is 813 

the consistently inert and transparent behaviour of all segments that intervene between the 814 

consonants in question. These considerations were a key motivation for formal analyses of 815 

consonant harmony as being driven by constraints demanding featural agreement rather than 816 

feature spreading, in particular the theory of Agreement by Correspondence (ABC; Walker 817 

2000a, 2000c; Rose & Walker 2004; Hansson 2001, 2010a; Bennett 2015; see chapter 30, 818 

section §30.2.3). In the ABC approach, the set of interacting segments is determined by 819 

constraints that require a correspondence relation to hold between co-occurring segments that 820 

exceed some similarity threshold (i.e. share a certain set of features). That correspondence 821 

relation in turn functions as a conduit for assimilation, by way of featural-identity constraints that 822 

require agreement in some feature [F] (the harmony feature) between correspondent segments. 823 

 Similarity effects are of course attested in vowel harmony as well: harmony may be 824 

parasitic (e.g. Archangeli 1985; Cole & Trigo 1988; Wayment 2009; Jurgec 2013), such that a 825 

pair of vowels will only be subject to harmony in feature [F] if they also have matching values 826 

for some other feature [G]. A common variant of parasitic vowel harmony is rounding harmony 827 

between vowels that match in [±high] and/or [±low] (Kaun 1995, 2004), as in the Laal example 828 

in §2.5 (see chapter 5 for other cases). Those vowel harmony systems that display not only this 829 

type of trigger-target similarity restriction, but also transparency of intervening vowels (ones not 830 

meeting the criterion), are most analogous to prototypical consonant harmony systems. Indeed, 831 

some have proposed analyzing such vowel harmony systems with formal mechanisms developed 832 

for consonant harmony, such as the aforementioned ABC model (e.g. Sasa 2009; Walker 2009, 833 

2015, 2018; Rhodes 2012; Bowman & Lokshin 2014; McCollum & Essegbey 2018). Other 834 

approaches exist in which relative similarity (a set of shared features) serves to define the tier on 835 

which featural agreement is assessed; these are likewise equally amenable to consonant harmony 836 

and many vowel harmony systems. One example is the Agreement by Projection (ABP) 837 

approach, proposed in Hansson (2014) for consonant harmony but applied to other types of 838 



harmony and dissimilation in various recent work (e.g. Walker 2015; Jurgec 2016; Lionnet 2017; 839 

Sande 2019).19 840 

 Recent empirical advances in the study of consonant harmony have cast some doubt on 841 

the idea that consonant harmony is fundamentally different in kind from (most) other harmony 842 

phenomena. For instance, a number of cases have come to light in which intervening segments 843 

are not uniformly inert and transparent. One example is sibilant harmony in Slovenian (Jurgec 844 

2011), which is blocked if any non-sibilant coronal obstruent intervenes, whereas it is free to 845 

apply across coronal sonorants and all non-coronal consonants. Other reported cases of blocking 846 

in consonant harmony are discussed in Hansson (2010a:166–175) and Hansson (2020). 847 

Furthermore, a few consonant harmony systems exist in which relative trigger-target similarity 848 

appears to play little or no role (for one such case, Karaim palatalization harmony, see §2.7.2). 849 

The apparent typological asymmetries between consonant harmony and vowel harmony may 850 

well turn out to be largely accidental (statistical) gaps in attestation, resulting in part from the 851 

fact that consonant harmony is less frequent overall than is vowel harmony and in part from 852 

general differences in distribution and inventory structure between consonants and vowels 853 

(Hansson 2008). 854 

 Finally, the supposedly fundamental distinction between agreement and spreading turns 855 

out to be more nuanced than usually acknowledged. In a constraint-based framework, strictly 856 

local feature spreading (affecting all intervening segments) can emerge as a means to satisfy a 857 

demand for long-distance agreement between a pair of segments (Hansson 2010b). Phonetic 858 

evidence that intervening segments are permeated by the assimilating property, and thus carry 859 

the harmonic feature in the phonological output representation (see §2.2 for discussion), does not 860 

entail that those segments are necessarily targets of harmony in the strict sense. Rather, they may 861 

instead be what might be called collateral undergoers, affected if and only if they happen to 862 

intervene between a harmony trigger and a (proper) harmony target. As discussed in Hansson 863 

(2010b), this appears to be the case for intervening non-coronal consonants and vowels in 864 

Kinyarwanda sibilant harmony, judging by the articulatory findings of Walker et al. (2008). To 865 

the best of my knowledge, phonetic studies that claim to find allophonic harmony effects on 866 

 
19  Agreement by Projection (Hansson 2014) draws on an earlier proposal by Pulleyblank (2002), which was 
explicitly intended to cover vowel-vowel and consonant-consonant interactions alike. For an explicit comparison of 
ABP and ABC as regards their typological predictions, see DelBusso & Bennett (2019). 



neutral vowels in vowel harmony (such as those cited earlier in this section) have not 867 

systematically controlled for this possibility. In sum, much remains unclear regarding the role of 868 

(potentially long-distance) agreement relations in vowel harmony, and the conditioning factors 869 

(such as relative similarity) on which such agreement requirements may be based. This makes it 870 

difficult to determine to what extent vowel harmony and consonant harmony are different in 871 

kind. 872 

 873 

2.7.2 Shifts between harmony types 874 

There seem to be no attested cases of consonant harmony systems in which vowels play a role, 875 

the way we have seen consonants do in vowel harmony, e.g. with certain vowels acting as 876 

blockers, triggers or facilitators (cf. §2.3, §2.4 and §2.5, respectively). However, some consonant 877 

harmony systems appear to have developed historically out of what was previously a vowel 878 

harmony system. In other words, the locus of the harmonic feature, and the assimilatory 879 

dependency relation between segments, has become transphonologized from vowels onto 880 

surrounding consonants. 881 

 The best known case of this kind is (Western) Karaim, a Turkic language spoken in a few 882 

small ethnic and religious enclaves in modern-day Lithuania, Poland and Western Ukraine. In 883 

the Northwest dialect of Karaim (spoken in Lithuania), the inherited front/back vowel harmony 884 

has morphed into a consonant palatalization harmony (Nevins & Vaux 2004; Hansson 2007; 885 

Németh 2014). Consonants became strongly palatalized in the vicinity of historically front 886 

vowels, and the historically front rounded vowels [œ, y] have subsequently become phonetically 887 

back (or central) in most environments—at least optionally, and especially for younger 888 

speakers—and front unrounded [ɛ] also merged with its back counterpart [ɑ] in non-initial 889 

syllables. As a result, in a front-harmonic word such as [kʰʲɔtʲ-ʉɾʲ-ʉlʲ-ʉgʲunʲ] ‘lift yourself up’ (as 890 

retranscribed by Nevins & Vaux 2004 from recordings in Csató & Nathan 2002), it seems clear 891 

that the harmony has come to be entirely carried by the consonants rather than the vowels; cf. the 892 

Turkish cognate [ɡøtyr-yl-] ‘be carried away’ (or, in narrower transcription, [ɡʲøtʲyɾʲ-ylʲ-]). 893 

Viewed as a consonant harmony system, Karaim is typologically anomalous in several respects. 894 

In particular, trigger–target similarity appears to play no role (cf. §2.7.1): all consonants 895 

participate in the harmony, not some subset (natural class) with many features in common. The 896 



synchronic anomaly is understandable, given the diachronic origins, but it does nonetheless have 897 

implications for theories of what constitutes a possible harmony system (Hansson 2007). 898 

 Certain other harmony systems may be in the process of undergoing the same sort of shift 899 

from vowel harmony to consonant harmony. In her phonetic study of tongue root harmony in 900 

two Even dialects, Aralova (2015) found that speakers of the Bystraia dialect rely mainly on 901 

acoustic cues in consonants (in particular the dorsal stop /k/ and the liquids /l, r/) for categorizing 902 

words into harmonic sets. Though the same was not true for the Sebian-Küöl dialect, both 903 

dialects display a strong tendency to neutralize the harmonic distinction in high vowels, merging 904 

the ATR/RTR pairs [i, iˤ] and [u, uˤ], respectively; in the Bystraia dialect, the same tendency is 905 

present for non-high vowels as well.  906 

 All of the historical changes developments described above for Northwest Karaim are 907 

almost certainly due to prolonged contact with the surrounding Baltic and Slavic languages, in 908 

particular Lithuanian and Polish (Andersson et al. 2017). Contact-induced change may perhaps 909 

have been a contributing factor in the the Even case as well, in particular as “[t]he restructured 910 

phonological system of Bystraia Even […] resembles the phonological system of Russian in 911 

several ways” (Aralova 2015:202). Nevertheless, Aralova adduces several arguments against the 912 

hypothesis that Russian influence played any significant role. Whatever the contributing role of 913 

language contact in these specific cases, the kind of transphonologization they illustrate clearly 914 

hinges on the sorts of allophonic effects on consonants that were described in §2.2. Even if they 915 

start out as mere phonetic coarticulation, such effects may become phonologized as (stable, 916 

categorical) properties on the consonants in question, thus paving the way for the kind of 917 

reanalysis that has occurred in Northwest Karaim, and may be in progress in Bystraia Even. 918 

 A final case worth mentioning is that of Sibe (Li 1996; Nevins 2010; see chapter 61), in 919 

which a non-high vowel will trigger long-distance uvularization of a dorsal consonant later in the 920 

word, across any intervening high vowels and non-dorsal consonants. Thus we see [ɨrsu(n)-kun] 921 

‘ugly-DIM’ but [dʐalu-qun] ‘full-DIM’, and [ɡɨnɨ-xɨ] ‘go-PAST’ but [fɔndʐi-χɨ] ‘ask-PAST’ and 922 

[tykɛ-χɨ] ‘watch-PAST’. Nevins (2010) views both the vowel height distinction and the 923 

velar/uvular distinction as involving the feature [±low], and analyzes the dependency as long-924 

distance assimilation in [+low], with all intervening [-low] segments being transparent. As 925 

Nevins notes, uvularization immediately adjacent to a [+low] (or [-high]) vowel is well attested 926 

in the region, e.g. in Sanjiazi Manchu (Li 1996; see chapter 61, section §2.6.2.2) and Sakha 927 



(Krueger 1962; see chapter 59, section §59.6.4). What is special about Sibe is the long-distance 928 

nature of this dependency. Interestingly, Nevins (2010) mentions the observation by Zhang 929 

(1996) that Sibe has, with very few exceptions, raised /a, ɔ/ to /ɨ, u/ in non-initial syllables 930 

(including all suffixes); e.g. [ana-] > [anɨ-] ‘push’, [bɔdɔ-] > [bɔdu-] ‘think’. If we conjecture that 931 

uvularization predated this merger, this means that a modern-day Sibe form like [anɨ-χɨ] 932 

‘push-PAST’, in which the vocalic trigger is now quite distant from the consonantal target, goes 933 

back to earlier *[ana-χɨ] or even *[ana-χa] (cf. Classical Manchu ana-ha). In other words, the 934 

uvularization most likely originated as a local V-C assimilation, but subsequent historical 935 

changes—specifically, vowel mergers in non-initial syllables—have caused the pattern to 936 

become reanalyzed as a long-distance dependency.20 937 

 While the Sibe case is certainly different in kind from those of Karaim and Even in terms 938 

of its synchronic characteristics, it further illustrates how easily the surface patterns of harmony 939 

systems can become disrupted through the effects of other, independent changes in the 940 

phonological system, and how easily such disruptions can cause a fundamental shift in the basis 941 

for harmony. 942 

 943 

2.8 Concluding remarks 944 

This chapter has surveyed the ways in which consonants may be implicated in vowel harmony. 945 

As we have seen, consonants may sometimes act as blockers (§2.3), triggers (§2.4) or facilitators 946 

(§2.5)  of assimilatory sound patterns that are otherwise manifested as a vowel-to-vowel 947 

interaction. 948 

 The question whether intervening consonants are ever genuinely transparent to vowel 949 

harmony, or are themselves always undergoers of the harmony (§2.2)—in which case alleged 950 

“transparency” amounts to nothing more than the absence of blocking (§2.6)—remains a 951 

challenging and highly theory-dependent problem. This is due to a number of analytical 952 

ambiguities that are inherent in any model that separates the phonological grammar (mapping 953 

between two symbolic representations, input and output) from a language-specific module of 954 

phonetic implementation (translating the phonological output representation into concrete 955 

 
20 Becker (2016) argues that a similar long-distance dependency between vowels and dorsal consonants holds in 
Uyghur, but involving the feature [±back] rather than [±low]. The Uyghur case seems likely to also be the result of 
historical mergers affecting intervening vowels. 



articulatory/acoustic realities; Zsiga 2021). When an intervening consonant is demonstrably 956 

affected (articulatorily, and perhaps also acoustically) by the harmony context, the possibility 957 

must be ruled out that this effect on consonants arises in the phonology-phonetics mapping (e.g. 958 

as coarticulation) and is thus not encoded as such in the phonological output representation. (See 959 

chapter 41 on the analogous problem of distinguishing between phonetic vowel-to-vowel 960 

coarticulation and phonological vowel harmony.) Secondly, even if the consonant is an 961 

undergoer, in the sense of carrying/sharing the harmony feature in the phonological output 962 

representation, this does not mean that it is a target in the same sense as the vowels are. As 963 

discussed in §2.7.1, it is entirely possible that intervening (non-blocker) consonants are 964 

nonetheless “transparent” in the very real sense of being ignored (irrelevant, invisible) by the 965 

phonological constraints (rules, operations, relations) that drive harmony, and that they 966 

“undergo” harmony only by virtue of happening to intervene between a bona fide trigger-target 967 

pair of vowels (cf. Hansson 2010b). 968 

 Similar ambiguities of analysis also make it difficult to address the question whether all 969 

harmony processes are essentially alike, or whether there are fundamental differences in kind, 970 

e.g. between (most or all) sound patterns labelled “consonant harmony” and (most or all) sound 971 

patterns of “vowel harmony” (§2.7.1; see also chapter 40). Empirical research continues to 972 

increase our knowledge base, identifying new cases and contributing descriptive details 973 

(phonetic, phonological and morphological) on familiar ones. This, combined with advances in 974 

our understanding and modelling of the phonology-phonetics interface, will no doubt lead to new 975 

and improved theories of harmony phenomena. 976 

  977 
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